Dear Friend of Community Prep,

As you will see in this year’s Annual Report, it has been an amazing year for Community Preparatory School. Our community’s response to the current pandemic has been particularly admirable. We made the decision to close the school on Friday, March 13. A couple of hours after we made that decision, the Governor followed suit for all schools in Rhode Island. Our teachers took the next week to prepare for online classes, and distance learning began on Monday, March 23. We learned a lot as we worked through the kinks in our first week of implementation, and our students finished the year having four-day academic weeks. In the coming year, we will take what we learned and provide five days of learning each week, which incorporates distance learning when necessary.

We applaud each of our teachers who dedicated themselves to making virtual learning as valuable and engaging as it is in the physical classroom. We are extremely lucky to have two Fuse Fellows on our teaching staff, who have been trained by the Highlander Institute to enhance their students’ educational experience. We are also especially grateful for our teachers who are computer whizzes, as I am not one.

We celebrated our 35 graduates with a drive-by parade through each of their neighborhoods. As you will see in the Annual Report, our graduates are going to excellent schools that include Bishop Feehan, Classical, La Salle, Lincoln, Moses Brown, Providence Country Day, Rocky Hill, St. Andrew’s, Trinity Academy for the Performing Arts, and Wheeler. They accepted $2,000,000 in scholarships and financial aid to further their education. Over the years, our graduates have received over $36,000,000 in financial aid to attend high schools, colleges and grad schools. Your investment in our students has been multiplied many times over by that return on investment. As our students live the values and ideals generated through their Community Prep education, it is rewarding to recognize the income and benefits they have generated for their families and communities as well.

As we continue to brave the challenges ahead, we welcome you to visit our school’s virtual tour, as visitors will not be allowed in the school for the foreseeable future. You are very much a part of our students’ many successes.

Thank you,

Dan Corley
Head of School
Dear Friends,

What a year of challenge, and terrific response, by so many.

The coronavirus quickly landed in our community and required an immediate response. Our teachers and administrators developed and implemented a distance-learning program with speed and agility, and thereafter adjusted that program to maximize its effectiveness. Our students and parents embraced these changes and provided the time, dedication, and support that made distance learning work so successfully. Together, Community Preparatory School’s team of teachers, administrators, students, and parents rose and countered the challenge with excellence.

Throughout this year, Community Prep donors gave generously to the school. Through donations, special events, and grants, we raised $1,388,000 in scholarship funds. In addition, we brought in $349,000 in endowment gifts and $314,000 in building improvement gifts. These donations allowed the school to purchase the former convent located 15 feet from our back entrance along Tanner Street. This purchase preserves the option for Community Prep to expand in future years. We are all excited about the long-term possibilities this additional land gives the school.

Community Prep celebrated its 35th anniversary at Agawam Hunt with 170 attendees made up of alumni, parents, teachers, former staff, and friends of the school. The event netted $93,000, which supported our scholarship fund. Kinte Howie’s (’11) keynote speech highlighted the “pledge to ourselves” that he and other alumni remember so well from their years at the school. It bears repeating this pledge that many of our graduates have lived by for many years:

“This day has been given to me fresh and clear.
I can either use it or throw it away.
I promise that I will use this day fully, realizing it will never come back again.
I realize that this is my life to use or throw away.”

I have had the pleasure of serving on the Board of Trustees at Community Prep since 2009, and this is my last year as Chair. I have been so fortunate to get to know and work with many fine students, employees and Trustees. I welcome and congratulate Lou Amoriggi as Community Prep’s next Chair, who will be carrying the mission forward.

Paul Pyne
Chair, Board of Trustees
**ENROLLMENT**
- 127 students (total enrollment in 1984 was 25)
- Typical class size: 18 students
- 55% male / 45% female
- 70% of students live in Providence
- 51% are children of immigrants or are immigrants themselves, representing 28 countries

**FINANCIAL AID**
85% of our students receive substantial financial aid. Every student who is accepted is welcome regardless of the family’s ability to pay the full $16,400 tuition. All families are expected to make a reasonable contribution to their child’s tuition.

**FUNDING**
80% of the school’s operating budget is funded through donations; tuition and fees cover only 20%. Traditional independent schools generate 80 to 90% of their budgets from tuition.
Donors

Endowment provides for Community Prep’s future. The school’s long-term goal is to have 40% of its annual operating costs covered by the income from endowment. Each year we budget spending 4% of our endowment fund’s four-year average. In FY’20 the amount budgeted was 35%.

ENDOWMENT GIFTS THIS YEAR:

Amica Mutual Insurance
Thomas R. Beach and Barbara Peterson
Jane and John Bihldorff
Bolger Family
Catherine Conover
Anne Covert
Margaret Covert and Brian Eberman
Alice and Davide Dukcevich
Warren Galkin
Lisa Goldberg
George Hahn*
Helen Rosenmann Hahn
Robert Hahn
Joan Leighton
Barbara Papitto
Perry Family
Luis Raposo
Fred M. Roddy Foundation
Heidi Trotta
Pauline Vanech
Tim Vanech
The Harold A. Winstead Charitable Trust
Mary Welch
Kenneth Wong
1 donor wishes to remain anonymous

The following individuals have provided endowment funds that enable us to offer perpetual scholarships in each of the categories below.

ENDOWMENT HEADMASTER
An Endowment Headmaster has made a donation that endows a minimum of two full sponsorships - $1,000,000 or more (in 2020 dollars)
Letitia and John Carter
The Collis Foundation
CVS Health
Merle and Stanley Goldstein
Haffenreffer Family Fund
Susan and David Hibbitt
Barbara and George* Sage
2 donors wish to remain anonymous

ENDOWMENT SPONSOR
An Endowment Sponsor has made a donation that endows one full sponsorship - $500,000 - $999,999 or more (in 2020 dollars)
Amica Mutual Insurance
L.G. Balfour Foundation
Daphne and Peter Farago*
The William Randolph Hearst Foundations
Mary Ann Lippitt*
Louie Mauran
Pascucci Family Foundation
Christine Perry Memorial Scholarship
Prince Charitable Trusts
Prospect Hill Foundation
William E. Simon Foundation
Joan and Paul Sorensen
Jane and Arthur Slaven
Robert D. Watkins Memorial Scholarship; Helen Buchanan* and John C.A. Watkins*

ENDOWMENT PARTNER
An Endowment Partner has made a donation that endows one-half sponsorship - $250,000 - $499,000 (in 2020 dollars)
Nancy and Donald Cloud
Mimi and Peter Freeman
Joyce* and Warren Galkin
Robert W. Hahn
Russell Grinnell Memorial Trust
Joukowsky Family Foundation
Frances and A. Edmund Miele*
Sachem Foundation
The Peter & Elizabeth C. Tower Foundation
Tina Vanech Scholarship Fund

ENDOWMENT PATRON
An Endowment Patron has made a donation that endows one-quarter sponsorship - $125,000 - $249,000 (in 2020 dollars)
The William Bingham Foundation
John C. Cahill Memorial Fund
Chris Covert Graduate Support Fund
Edith Erlenmeyer*
Dennis DiPrete
The Felicia Fund
George Hahn*
Helen Roseman Hahn
Carolyn and Harrison Huntoon
Fla Lewis III
Martha and Arthur Milot
Cynthia B. Patterson
Barbara Papitto
The Providence Journal Foundation
Eva and Jim Seed
Mary and Clarke Simonds*
Lisa and Chris Van Allsburg
Mary and John Wall*
Richard P. Welch Memorial Scholarship
WKBJ Foundation
2 donors wish to remain anonymous

“Something I’m going to miss about CP is the community and the people that make up this school. They made my experience here memorable and I’m grateful to have met all of them.”

- Helen Ly, Class of 2020

* Deceased
Donors

ANNUAL FUND DONORS
SPECIAL INITIATIVES

The Billy Andrade ∙ Brad Faxon Charities for Children ∙ SummerPrep and TestPrep

Jan Armor ∙ Photography

Bank of America ∙ Arts Showcase Series Concerts

Earl and Nancy Chambers Family Leadership Award for Outstanding Effort and Thought & Courage in Class Discussions ∙ Student Award

The Champlin Foundation ∙ Windows

Alan Shawn Feinstein ∙ Food Drive, Newsletter

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar ∙ Founders Society Dinner Sponsor

Warren Galkin ∙ Investment Club, Spanish Program

Girl Scouts of Southern New England Providence Daisy Troop 178 ∙ Cookie Donations

LLB Architects and Kathy Bartels ∙ Architectural Services

Andra Lee ’06 ∙ Graphic Design

The Met School ∙ Two Interns

The Music School of The R.I. Philharmonic ∙ The Orchestra Moves Curriculum Materials and Concert

Providence Picture Frame / Geoff Gaunt ∙ Framing

Rag & Bone Bindery ∙ Assorted Papers

Read to Succeed ∙ Accelerated Reader

Rhode Island School of Design Artist-In-Schools program ∙ Five Interns

Woody Small ∙ Alumni Outreach

Edwin S. Soforenko Foundation ∙ Computer Training

Tim Vanech ∙ The Can Fairy

Eric Walsh and Ned Walsh ∙ Turkey Donations

Richard P. Welch Community Prep Science Healthcare Professional Leadership Sponsorship ∙ Student Award

SPONSOR
A sponsor has made a donation of a minimum of ½ sponsorship or between $7,500 and $14,999, including matching gifts.

The John Clarke Trust Don Hayden

Kathleen and Barry Hittner Thomas Mazza

Ida Ballou Littlefield Memorial Fund Cynthia Patterson

Perry Family Mary and Woody Small

Jan and Tom Wing

Mary and Ellicott Wright

1 donor wishes to remain anonymous

PARTNER
A partner has made a donation of a minimum of ¼ sponsorship or between $4,000 and $7,499, including matching gifts.

Stacy Art and Tom Covert Nancy Cassidy and Jeff Schreck

CVS Health Alice and Davide Dukcevich

Luba and Tim Flanigan Hazard Family Foundation

Susan and David Hibbitt Hope and David Hirsch

Horton Charity Fund

Max Kohlenberg and Rebecca Minard Marie Kesse LeLash Foundation

Ross Mattis Frederick Mattis

Charisse and David Mayer Dorothy and Norman

McCulloch/McAdams Charitable Foundation

Frederick McMillen

Martha Milot

Murray Family Charitable Foundation

Carol A. Peterson Foundation

Picerne Family Foundation

Mary and Paul Pyne

Rhode Island Senate

Sarah and Craig Richardson

Lily and Brad Scott

Straetz Foundation

Frederick C. Tanner Memorial Fund

Eric Walsh

Ned Walsh

Tim Walsh

Mabel Woolley Trust
PATRON
A patron has made a donation of a minimum of 1/8 sponsorship, or between $2,000 and $3,999, including matching gifts.

Kathy Bartels
Rev. Robert Blais
Vince Burks
John C. Cahill Memorial Fund
Christopher Cannon and Carol Hopkins
Case Construction
Mary Coe
Dan Corley and Betsy Beach
Anne Covert
Delta Dental
Sarah Denby
Atsuko and Lawrence Fish
John King and Cathy Gennert
Myrna Hall
Hinckley Allen
Audie and Bill Jennings
Randall Kroszner
Bikhaji Maneckji
Betsy McCoy
Marie Palladino
Amy and Jim Simmons
Special People in Need
Jessica Wang
The Washington Trust Company
The Harold A. Winstead Charitable Trust

CONTRIBUTOR
A contributor has made a donation of a minimum of 1/16 sponsorship, or between $750 and $1,999, including matching gifts.

Elizabeth and Larry Allen
Patty and Melvin Alperin
Emily and Alden Anderson
BankRI
Thomas Beach and Barbara Peterson
Amy Borak
Judy and William Braden
Jane and Thomas Buffum
Bintou & Allen Chatterton
Heather and Jeff Cianciolo
Diane and Gib Conover
Linda Covill
Barbara and Piers Curry
Judith and Murray Danforth
Robert Donohue
Renamaria and Bob DiMuccio
Pat Faudree
Alan Shawn Feinstein
Hope Drury Goddard Fund
Vivien and Alan Hassenfeld
Jackson Family Foundation Trust
Seth Joseph ’94
Tunde Kamson ’92
Kane-Barrenigos Foundation
Anne and Bruce Landis
Charles Miller
Marni and Morris Propp
Joan Ress Reeves
Dale and Jerry Salmanson
Juanita Sanchez Community Fund
Doug Scala
Mary and Michael Schwartz
Peggy and Henry Sharpe
Sophia and Barak Shibles
Kathy and Jim Sohar
Stop & Shop A+ Rewards Program
Marjorie Sundlun
Technic, Inc.
Di Wang ’92
Vincent Watchorn
James Webber
Marie and Alan Weiss
Kenneth Wong
Chris and Michael Zavell

BOOSTER
A booster has made a donation of a minimum of 1/32 sponsorship, or between $300 and $749, including matching gifts.

Milton Adams
Susan and Jeff Allen
Lou Amoriggi
Mike Baker
Sarah and Edward Beach
Penny Beach and Mike Lanza
Anita Bench
Donna Benoit and Robert McConnell
Judy and Bill Braden
Greta Brown
Rebecca and Peter Burke
Carolyn and Russell Campbell
Marjorie and Bob Catanzaro
Martha and Steven Cavanagh
Joan Chamberlain
City of Providence
Adolphus Clinton ’88
Livy Coe
Carla and Barry Cook
Michael Coppola
Lisa and David Curry
Lisa Dantas

“Community Preparatory School will hold a special place in my memory as it is genuinely unique, a school like no other. Everyone works and acts like a community, supporting each other in any way they can, whenever they can.”

- Alyssa Ya, Class of 2020
Donors

BENEFACCTOR

A friend has made a donation of $150 - $299, including matching gifts.

Robin and Richard Abedon
Martha and Oliver Bennett
Grant Brown
Bridget Campbell
Anna Cano Morales and William Morales
Care New England
Mark Carty ’97
Judith and Joseph Cianciolo
Natalia Corley
Marcie Cummings
Kathryn and Christopher D’Ovidio
Bonnie and Rob* DeBlois
Delphin Demosthenas and Francoise Hamlin
Kim and Brad Dimeo
Nancy and Charles Dunn
Diane and P. Christopher Ellis
Carol and Ben Feliciano
Polly Feliciano ’05
Zimmerman/Fetzer Family Fund
Michael Gooding
Wendy and Douglas Gray
Nicole Guyon
Dorcas and David Haller
Pam Harrop
Joy Hopkins ’92
Azikiwe Husband
Jesse Joseph ’91
David Karoff and Barbara Hunger
Mike Lamar
Janine Lee
Bill Lizotte
Leo Lopes

FRIEND

A friend has made a donation of an amount up to $149, including matching gifts.

Roberta Hazen and Michael Aaronson
Joyce and Richard Allphin
Sandy and Peter Arnold
Brenda and Gerald Bedrick
Marge and Ron Boss
Marisa and Matt Brown
Fran and John Carty
Amy Chen ’04
Elkinsette Clinton ’94
Donna and Tim Connolly
Rina Consuegra
Yajaida De Jesus
Nancy and Raymond DeCesare
Sally and David Dillon
Alexia Faria
Sandra and Jonathan Farnum
Carol and Ben Feliciano
Mel Finkelstein
Judith Fleming
Anneke and David Frazer
Olaseni Fujah ’99
Cauley Greene
Maija Hallsmith ’07
Lipsitt Family
Elizabeth and M. Granger Morgan
Nancy Safian and Jonathan Saltzman
Lucie Searle
Karen Solomon
Frances and James Sprague
Kathryn Trites ’96
Liz and John Tyler
Nicole and Todd Yonkman
1 donor wishes to remain anonymous

ALUMNI GIFTS

Mark Carty ’97
Amy Chen ’04
Adolphus Clinton ’88
Elkinsette Clinton ’94
Julian Dash ’92
Polly Feliciano ’05
Olaseni Fujah ’99
Maija Hallsmith ’07
Joy Hopkins ’92
Jessie Joseph ’91
Seth Joseph ’94
Tunde Kamson ’92
Leticia Lopes ’09
Stephanie Ogidan Preston ’93
Cynthia Ramirez ’00
Trinh Truong ’99
Kathryn Trites ’96
Graham Tyler ’04
Di Wang ’92
Brittany Wilson ’00

This list acknowledges gifts made to Community Preparatory School through June 30, 2020.

We make every effort to ensure accuracy.

Please report any errors to the Development Office at 401-521-9696.

* Deceased

This list acknowledges gifts made to Community Preparatory School through June 30, 2020.

We make every effort to ensure accuracy.

Please report any errors to the Development Office at 401-521-9696.

* Deceased
Donors

**GIFTS OF TIME**
We would like to thank the volunteers who gave so generously of their time and talents, in and out of the classroom.

Kathy Bartels/LLB Architects  
Vince Burks  
Community Prep Parent Council  
Brendan Corley  
Eszter Chase  
Susan Shim Gorelick  
Dorian Griffin  
Nikki Guyon  
Peter Guyon  
Lynn Halmi  
Mike Healey  
Jennifer Jansen  
Melinda Knight  
Melissa Labrecque  
Hope Lesson  
Maurice Lynch  
Jim Lynch / Dunkin’ Donuts  
Ross Mattis  
Todd McLeish  
Ellen Miller  
Cynthia Morissette  
Adam Olenn  
Sondra Pitts  
Jocelyne Prince  
Adam Rojek  
Richard W. Rose  
Marisa Soch  
Sweet Binks Bunny Rescue  
Marie Weiss

“What I’ve enjoyed most about CP is the amazing friendships I’ve been able to create throughout the years. I have so many fun memories from CP with both my classmates and my teachers, I know I’ll miss them all when I go off to high school.”

- Keilly Quezada, Class of 2020
Donors

**GIFTS IN TRIBUTE**

Larry Allen
Mary Teixeira

William Cabral
Kevin Doyle

Dan Corley
Robin and Richard Abedon
Francisco Velasquez

Judy and Murray Danforth
Marni and Morris Propp

Sarah Denby
Joan Abrams

Robert Hahn
Mary and Richard Siller

Helen Rosenmann Hahn
Robert Hahn and Janet York

Dezi Halmi and Bruce Briggs
Paul Curran, Sylvester Ledo and David Mooney
John Renza

Fla Lewis
Charles Miller

Michele Ovalle–Paez
Care New England

Seymour Slaven
Florence Elenowitz

Ellicott Wright
Christopher Cannon and Carol Hopkins
Elinor Krach

**GIFTS IN MEMORY**

Norah and Robert Bolger
Kimberly Bolger

Chris Covert
Catherine Conover
Anne Covert
Margaret Covert and Brian Eberman

Hannah Goldberg
Lisa Goldberg

George Hahn
Margaret and Larry Anderson
Bridget Teresa Campbell
Carolyn Campbell
Dan Corley and Betsy Beach
Lisa Dantas
Diane and P. Christopher Ellis
Heather Gordon
Robert Hahn and Janet York
Elaine and Chris Jansen
Judy Levy and Harvey Mann
Dorothea Light and Stanley Light
Jennifer York

Elaine Hayden
Don Hayden

Alice Lafrenaye
Christine Luke and John Barry
Cande and Glenn DelRoss

Arthur Milot
Carol Anderson

Ralph Papitto
Barbara Papitto

Gordon Perry
Eszter and Sam Chase
Perry Family

Dr. Paul Edward Poirier
Eszter and Sam Chase

Tina Vanech Scholarship Endowment
Jane and John Bihldorff
Alice and Davide Dukcevich
Joan Leighton
Luis Raposo
Shorepoint Capital Partners, LLC
Heidi Trotta
Pauline Vanech
Tim Vanech
Philip Weinstein

Alycia Vierra
Brittany Wilson

Richard P. Welch
Mary Welch

© Jan Amor ArmorPhoto.com
The Founders Society was established to honor individuals who have included Community Preparatory School in their estate plans. Individuals who have designated the school in their wills or have made gifts through charitable remainder trusts, charitable lead trusts, life insurance or other gifts of property are invited to join as members. These gifts will help to build a permanent endowment at Community Prep. Confirmed bequest expectations total $4.8 million. We are delighted to recognize the far-sighted generosity of the following individuals (as of June 30, 2020):

Peter Arnold  
Kathy Bartels  
Anita Bench  
Robert Blais  
Gail and Patrick Bolger*  
Mary Cabral*  
Letitia and John* Carter  
Dan Corley and Betsy Beach  
Richard and Linda Corley  
Ruth Corley and Chris Slater  
Chris Covert* and Catherine Conover  
Piers Curry  
Lisa Dantas  
Kay DeMeo  
Charles Denby  
Sarah Denby  
Barbara and Andrew Douglass  
Diane and P. Christopher Ellis  
Edith Erlenmeyer*  
Peter Farago*  
Mimi and Peter Freeman  
Warren Galkin  
Hannah Goldberg*  
Lisa Goldberg  
Merle Goldstein  
Loulie Mauan  
Helen and George* Hahn  
Robert Hahn  
Myrna Hall  
Hope and David Hirsch  
Winifred and Harold* Hitchen  
Barry and Kathleen Hittner  
Joyce Hopkins ’92  
Max Kohlenberg  
Fla Lewis III  
Mary Ann Lippitt*  
Frederick Mattis  
Frances and Edmund Miele*  
Ellen S. Miller  
Gordon Perry*  
Sondra and Tom Pitts  
Lincoln W.N. Pratt*  
Joanne Rich  
Monica Rodriguez ’99  
George Sage*  
Lu and Chris Simonds  
Mrs. Clarke Simonds*  
Kathy and Jim Sohar  
Karen Solomon  
Jim Stahl and Mary Jane Sorentino  
James K. Sunshine  
Amy Tellier  
Tim Vanech  
Francisco Velasquez  
John Wall*  
Mary “Polly” Wall  
Etta Wilson*  
Robin and Winthrop Wilson, Jr  
Winthrop B. Wilson*  
Ellicott Wright  
9 donors wish to remain anonymous  

* Deceased

STEPS
Community Prep continues to partner with other organizations through STEPS … Scholarships To Economically Poor Students.

Since 2007, Rhode Island companies may give donations to scholarship-granting organizations and receive up to a 90% tax credit on their Rhode Island Corporate Taxes. Community Prep partners with San Miguel School, Sophia Academy and The Grace School (a branch of Meeting Street School) to form STEPS, which distributes the corporate donations among the schools.

In FY’20 Community Prep received $85,403 through this program, which provided 16 students with partial scholarships.

Participating corporations:
Atlantic Furniture Co.  
CM Real Estate Properties LLC  
Delta Dental of Rhode Island  
DiPrete Engineering Associates, Inc.  
ECS Realty, LLC  
Jeneet Inc.  

Annual Report 2020
I grew up in Coventry, Rhode Island, and attended public school before being accepted to Dartmouth College as a first-generation college student. I would not have been able to attend without generous financial assistance. Access to quality education and financial need starts earlier and earlier than ever, and that's why I’m so passionate about Community Prep. Every child deserves the opportunity to become the best version of his/herself.

I knew about Community Prep from my first job out of college, working in the Admissions Office at Lincoln School. Community Prep students were frequent Lincoln Scholar winners then as now. Fast forward “several” years, I was re-introduced to the school in 2004 when the school was looking for an architect to join the Buildings & Grounds committee. I’ve been a fixture on B&G ever since.

Over the next 10 years I drew countless plans and conceptual designs as CP sought to maximize its school building and site, but the school was too landlocked to do much. I became chair of the B&G committee, and while biding time on a grand plan, I undertook a facilities assessment of the existing 1959-era building. Overall, the building had been well tended, but the original boilers were beyond the end of their useful life. Donors immediately stepped up to fund the boiler replacement project. I was surprised that donors were so willing to fund a less than glamorous project. In 2015, the school was finally able to close a portion of Somerset Street, build an addition and a playing field/green space.

One of my most rewarding experiences at Community Prep, besides the ribbon cutting for a real Community Prep campus, was the class with 7th graders as part of Lou Amoriggi’s Junior Achievement Class. It was great fun using the actual Community Prep 3D computer model as a visual aid to describe the profession of architecture. The students were so receptive, eager, and interested in the design of their school building, the technology, and what an architect earns!

In addition to being a trustee since 2010, I have served on the Long-Range Planning and Nominations and Governance Committees. My fellow trustees are both generous and inspiring. I joined the Founders Society to do all I can to support the continued excellence and impact of Community Prep.
Committees 2019 -2020

ALUMNI RELATIONS
Dymond Bush ’05
Nathanael Demoranville ‘12
Maija Hallsmith ’07
Leticia Lopes ’09 — Chair
Trinh Truong ’99
Brittany Wilson ’00
Kayla Kanterman, Staff Liaison

BUILDINGS & GROUNDS
Kathy Bartels — Chair
Ron Caniglia
Kurt Gustafson
David Hibbitt
Brad Scott
Dan Corley, Staff Liaison

COMMUNICATIONS
Vince Burks — Chair
Brucie Harvey
Kraig Jordan
Ted Kresse
Ellen Miller
Adam Olenn
Anita Bench, Staff Liaison

DEVELOPMENT
Lou Amoriggi — Chair
Allen Chatterton
Kevin Doyle
Dan Hagerty
David Hutchinson
Tunde Kamson ’92
Karen Kaplan
Ned McCrory
Joseph Perroni
Woody Small
Eric Walsh
Ned Walsh
Jessica Wang
Lisa Dantas, Staff Liaison

EDUCATION
Anna Cano Morales — Chair
Dolph Clinton ’88
Diane Cunha
Jocelyne Prince
Jared Schott
Diane Silva Pimentel
Elsie Wright
Anita Bench, Staff Liaison

EXECUTIVE
Lou Amoriggi
Kathy Bartels
Vince Burks
Anna Cano Morales
Jeff Cianciolo
Piers Curry
Merle Goldstein
Max Kohlenberg
Leticia Lopes ’09
Fla Lewis
Ross Mattis
Tom Pitts
Paul Pyne — Chair
Cynthia Ramirez
Mary “Polly” Wall
Vince Watchorn
Dan Corley, Staff Liaison

FINANCE
Peter Burke
Jeff Cianciolo — Chair
Piers Curry
Fla Lewis
Tom Pitts
Steve Russell
Doug Scala
Mary “Polly” Wall
Dan Corley and Amy Tellier, Staff Liaisons

INVESTMENT
Peter Burke
Piers Curry
Fla Lewis — Chair
Woody Small
Mary “Polly” Wall
Dan Corley and Amy Tellier, Staff Liaisons

LONG-RANGE PLANNING
Stacy Art
Dolph Clinton ’88
Lisa Curry
Piers Curry
Julian Dash ’92
Seth Joseph ’94
Tom Pitts — Chair
Paul Pyne
Woody Small
Mary “Polly” Wall
Jessica Wang
Ken Wong
Elsie Wright
Dan Corley, Staff Liaison

NOMINATIONS & GOVERNANCE
Kathy Bartels
Lisa Curry
Piers Curry
Max Kohlenberg — Chair
Tom Pitts
Paul Pyne
James Simmons
Woody Small
Lisa Dantas, Staff Liaison

OUTREACH
Matt Buchanan
Shontay Delalue
Seth Joseph ’94
Tim Quainoo
Cynthia Ramirez — Chair
Azikiwe Husband, Staff Liaison

SPECIAL EVENTS
Sarah Denby
Roberta Groch
Lynn Halmi
Karen Hardcastle
Jennifer Jansen
Linda Kortick
Ross Mattis — Chair
Ellen Miller
Sondra Pitts
Kalen Rousseau ’97
Brad Scott
Marie Weiss
Kelly Zexter
Lisa Dantas, Staff Liaison
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High School Matriculation List
Class of 2020

Imanol Acevedo
• Rocky Hill School

Mia Almanzar
Bishop Feehan High School

Kendall Alves
• Wheeler School

Anya Arroyo
Classical High School

Mia Barrus
• Lincoln School

William Cabral
• Moses Brown School

Joshua Dabanka
Classical High School

Jaiden Dash
• Wheeler School

Matthew Davis
La Salle Academy

Taylor Delbou
• Providence Country Day

Ashley Diaz
Classical High School

Francisco Fernandez
Classical High School

Nathaniel Frazer
Classical High School

Anaija Griffin
• Lincoln School (Lincoln Scholar)

Lily Guyon
• Providence Country Day

Mick Healey
Classical High School

Leila Hopkins
Classical High School

Jaelise Johnson
Classical High School

Helen Ly
Classical High School

Jaelynn Magnum
Classical High School

Moises Morales
La Salle Academy

Leslie Monterroso
• Rocky Hill School

Owen Ninneman
Classical High School

Edwin Ortiz Matos
Classical High School

Taliyah Pereira
Classical High School

Keilly Quezada
• Moses Brown School

Jarius Ramirez
• Wheeler School

Jasmin Rivera
Classical High School

Mekhi Robinson
Classical High School

Shawn Shelton
Providence Career and Technical Academy

Ava Soch
• Providence Country Day

Ari Steinberg
• St. Andrew’s School

David-Allen Sumner
Trinity Academy for the Performing Arts

Ian Thompson
• Providence Country Day
(Core Values Scholar)

Alyssa Ya
• Rocky Hill School

Total scholarships accepted: $1,878,612

Since 1984, 97% of Community Prep’s 879 graduates have been accepted into college-preparatory high-schools programs, including highly competitive independent schools across New England.
Community Preparatory School serves culturally and economically diverse students who are well qualified to benefit from a rigorous academic education in an atmosphere of mutual respect. We engage with all facets of our students -- intellectual curiosity, joyful learning, awareness of their own strengths, the rewards and satisfaction of determination, and a deep connection to our community and the larger world. We prepare our students to thrive in the most competitive high schools and to become community leaders.

Community Preparatory School challenges students to become confident, independent learners and develops a strong sense of public service through community service and stewardship. We engage parents, students and teachers in goal-setting and planning that ensures academic and social success for each student.

At Community Preparatory School, “inclusion” is an umbrella term that includes race, gender, ethnicity, culture, nationality, sexual orientation, gender identity, social/economic class, physical and learning differences, and religion, as well as other characteristics that contribute to each individual’s full identity.

Our goal is to nurture and sustain an environment in which all students, alumni, families, faculty, staff, trustees, volunteers and visitors are recognized and valued both as members of the school community and as irreplaceable individuals.

The ideal that guides us is Martin Luther King, Jr.’s vision of the “Beloved Community”: widely different groups of people bound together with love and respect, working toward a just society and understanding that our differences are our strength. In pursuit of this goal, we are committed to moving from mere tolerance to active work against discrimination within our community and in the world. We will help students to become leaders in the fight against intolerance and teach them to work toward a just and equitable society. We understand that achieving our goal requires dedication and perseverance. We ask everyone in our community to commit themselves to this goal.
Come together, go far.

“I am going to miss all my classmates and all the good memories I’ve made with them. I’ll especially miss the feeling of home every time I walk into the building and seeing someone welcome me with a smile. CP is a great school and has shown me the importance of being a kind person.”

- Ava Soch, Class of 2020